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Letter 572
VISION
The Pit
2017-02-13
Dear Jesus,
Sunday, 12 February 2017, 6AM.
This past week I have seen by vision the entrance to The Pit, mentioned in Scripture. But I
also saw and experienced something else which started a week or so ago.
I have not felt very well since before last weekend, and upon inquiring of the Lord as to why,
He informed me that I while interceding for the Nation, and especially for those who are
opposed to President Trump and his agendas, I had been caught in a stream of raw spiritual
sewage coming from the President’s opponents.
Things like Fear, Hate, Revenge, Loathing, Covetousness, Bitterness, Slander, and the like.
This made up a slurry of raw untreated spirit-sewage that turned into a torrent of Pilth as it
made its way to the lowest point on the ground.
Indeed, a week ago this last Saturday, just after I woke up, I was sitting at my desk and both
knew, and saw by vision, that I was standing in and in danger of being overwhelmed by, the
sewage stream. Then I spotted a door set on a concrete foundation ledge just above the
surface of the efPluent. I hopped up on the concrete ledge and escaped through the door.
But all this last week I felt like my sprit-man had been chemically burned by the raw,
fermenting stream of sewage. Then, toward the end of the week I was thinking about
something I had previously learned at my place of employment.
The hospital where I work uses a chemical solution called Formalin. This product contains
formaldehyde, and is used to preserve medical specimens. It is dangerous when not
properly handled, and if spilled out of its authorized container onto another surface,
hazardous material protocols become applicable. Should the Formalin be spilled, there is an
in-house chemical response kit available to use on the spill. The kit includes a dry, granular
product, light green in color, which closely resembles kitty-litter.
The granules are impregnated with another chemical agent that, when exposed to
Formalin, changes the chemical composition of the inherent formaldehyde, and turns the
Formalin into a different chemical compound, rendering it inert and harmless. In fact it can
then be swept up and thrown into the normal commercial waste stream, avoiding the high
cost of calling it a professional hazmat team.
I was thinking about this and then wondered if there was a Kingdom version of something
like this that could be applied to the spiritual sewage which was burning my spirit-man.
The Lord Holy Spirit then showed me that Your shed blood would do just that. So I prayed
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to You that You would apply your Blood to the spirit-sewage, thereby rendering it inert and
harmless.
That was several days ago, and I could tell a difference almost immediately, with decreasing
pain to my own spirit since then.
But all week long I was also seeing by vision that the Plow of this Spiritual River of Sinful
Sludge was draining off into The Pit*. I would see this from time to time over the last few
days of the week. The size of The Pit and the River of Sewage that was Plowing into it was
two or three times larger in circumference than Niagara Falls. I was seeing this from above
and at an angle, so I could not see into The Pit for any depth more than a few feet down.
This last Friday night at work I began to think that I didn’t want anyone to accidentally fall
into The Pit, or get caught up by any future Plows of sewage and swept into The Pit, either
by accident, by their own purpose, or by someone else’s.
So, acting in the capacity of King, I ordered that a Wall be built around The Pit, with a safety
drain-grate included at the base of The Wall, allowing only efPluent to Plow into the Pit, yet
preventing anyone from being drawn into the Pit. That way, only those evil spirits who are
thrown over The Wall into The Pit by Your angels can enter in.
*This vision was compliments of angel Bruce (see Letter 505 Volume 6), who was using the
conveyed message as one means of re-activating my eyes.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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